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Chapter 1 : Michael-Scott Earle - Book Series In Order
Michael-Scott Earle and 2 other people liked Jackie's review of The Destroyer: "The evils have been around for
centuries but can anything stop them. There is but do the legends lie.

In addition to the novels, he also writes multi book epics and short novellas. Earle got his first start in
storytelling as a teen, when he crafted complex narratives as a table-top game master for his friends. As it
currently stands, he has published all manner of novels ranging from guy literature, horror-comedy,
cyberpunk, space opera, epic fantasy, and dark fantasy spread over 24 published novels. Nonetheless, he still
styles himself as a part-time writer as he writes about novels every year as he runs a very successful
advertising business. He is also the founder and partner in a software company that deals in the production of
EMR racking technologies for persons with developmental disabilities. Some genres that the author has
expressed an interest in apart from those in which he has published include comedic fantasy, futuristic cyber
punk, western horror, and supernatural horror. When he is not writing he loves to play guitar and electric bass,
cycle, exercise, read, listen to esoteric music and spend time with his family of wife and two young children.
He was sent to the scientific laboratory cum prison as a form of punishment for crimes he never committed.
Life in prison is not great as Adam has been turned into nothing more than a lab rat for a crazy scientist. Using
his prisoners for experiments, the scientist intends to make a team of were tiger warriors, whose behavior and
actions can be controlled by a collar. The prisoners endure endless experiments and torture as they are kept in
cages until they are needed for one assignment or another. With his DNA altered, Adam has developed many
animal characteristics that stand him in good stead when undertaking his dangerous missions. During one of
his missions to recover a woman held hostage, he stumbles into Eva, a prisoner that just like him had been
experimented upon and tortured in the name of science. The beautiful woman had been turned into a vampire,
which gives her telepathic capacities that come in handy for the two-man team that they form to battle the evil
antagonists throughout the novels. Along the way, they pick up other characters who help the group with
special skills such as hacking databases and stealing experimental ships that make it possible to survive and
fight back against their evil masters. Earle gives excellent descriptions of places, the scenery, and characters in
a way that takes one right into the story. Reading the novels make one feel like they are part of the story as it
is easy to relate to the emotions, the anger, fear and desperation of the characters. He provides excellent
character development including the emotions, personalities, and motivations for the actions that his
characters and particularly his lead characters Eve and Adam take. The novels come with adventures into
unknown lands, blow-by-blow action sequences that will have the reader glued to their tablet, and genetically
altered super women and men. It is one wild ride for anyone that loves a novel full of fantasy fiction spacecraft
theft, hijacking, drone shootouts, shape shifters, shootouts, hacking, and the classic motorcycle chases for that
adrenaline rush. The series of novels sees the characters in the series grow over their personal and romantic
relationships. The atmosphere also changes with the second novel adopting what is more western vibe, and the
third title more of a gangster atmosphere and setting. The action is violent and intense with a great plot that
will have its readers yearning for more. With engaging stories of one narrow escape after another with a little
romance between Adam and Eve, these are some of the best science fiction and fantasy novels out there.
Adam is a former special operations marine operative who after spending two years in prison, and several
DNA modifications has become the perfect warrior. He is a killing machine that is part tiger, part human and
super soldier. Even as he is a super soldier, he is controlled by a collar that his master scientist has on his neck.
However, things get out of hand when Adam manages to get rid of the collar and bound by honor, proceeds to
protect a strange woman that he rescues. But now that they are in an alien planet, a mega corporation has them
in its sights, looking to exploit their exceptional abilities. Their only means of escape is to steal an
experimental ship that is in one of the most secure military installations on the planet. With a woman that
drinks blood as his companion, even his military training may not be enough to complete the mission. Their
plan after escaping was very simple â€” get supplies for the experimental ship and find work. But the team
now finds itself embroiled in fighting to free a planet from tyrannical leadership. Z the snarky hacker, Eve the
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powerful vampire, and Adam the space marine were-tiger will have to draw upon all their skills to survive the
hostile planet. Tempted by riches and fighting a mega corporation determined to enslave an entire population,
fighting evil is their biggest priority. The novel takes some common tropes and flips them in innovative ways,
mingling them with a dash of humor, a little heart, and lots of bloody action for an explosive novel. Jack
Reacher is back! Family secrets come back to haunt Reacher when he decides to visit the town his father was
born in. Because when he visits there he finds out no-one with the last name of Reacher has ever lived there. It
leaves him wondering - did his father ever live there? Recommendations Every 2 weeks we send out an e-mail
with Book Recommendations. Insert your e-mail below to start getting these recommendations. If you see one
missing just send me an e-mail below. Featured Author Our author of the month is Canadian author Opal
Carew who writes erotic romance novels. Opal has written over novels with multiple book series such as the
Dirty Talk series and the Abducted series. Did You Knowâ€¦ Bella Andre is a Stamford trained economist
who uses her background to test market her covers and craft her key words and meta data tags to cleverly
boost her sales.
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Chapter 2 : Michael-Scott Earle (Author of The Destroyer)
The Destroyer The Destroyer, Book 1 By: Michael-Scott Earle Narrated by: Kevin T. Collins I really enjoyed this book. I
loved the unique characters and plot.

After untold centuries of absence, the evil Ancients have returned. Their magic appears unstoppable and their
hunger for conquest is insatiable. To protect the country of Nia, Duchess Nadea and Scholar Paug make a
desperate journey to find a human legend: A man known to have destroyed these Ancient foes with a powerful
army. But legends can lie. When Paug and Nadea revive their hero from sleep, his virtue is far from clear. Is
he really their Savior or their Destroyer? Nothing detailed, nothing surprising, nothing stepping outside the
norm. What keeps the reader interested is Kaiyer. He gets his memories back in chunks, and the author does a
good job keeping those clear by using different chapters for the longer flashbacks. What it shows us keeps us
guessing. Is Keiyer good or bad? As for the other characters, Paug was my least favorite, and we had quite a
few chapters in his POV, which I sadly started to skim. Perhaps it was his voice. Too young of a character to
engage me, which is why I rarely read young adult. The other characters just blended together. However, I will
say the Woodsman has me interested, but sadly we hardly spent any time with him. He was a character I think
I would have liked. The women are gorgeous and stereotypical: Whatever strengths they started out with just
dwindled away. What I liked about them in the beginning was overshadowed by their weakening with the
story. Honestly, you can skip them and lose nothing for the story. For those that like sex scenes, happy
reading. Which left only the chapters about his past that kept me interested. Such a shame because it started
out really strong for me. As for the writing, there were some typos and odd analogies. The thing I found most
distracting was the dialog tags. The dialog tags were at the end of the paragraph, so I had to read ahead to find
out who was talking, then go back and start the paragraph. It got annoying the longer I read, especially with
my interest waning. The pacing was good. It had some action scenes thrown in when things got a bit slow. For
me, the action scenes ended up being a bit long. As of today, the ebook is free, so you could always download
it and give it a go. About Michael-Scott Earle I am a part time writer but try to complete novels a year.
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Chapter 3 : Fantasy Book â™¯â–½ The Destroyer [Michael-Scott Earle] â™¦ Free Read Book Online
Despite this, Mr. Earle is a fantastic storyteller who has come a long way in writing ability since the first part of the
Destroyer series, and I eagerly look forward to his future works. Edit: I hate to say it, but this one really stuck in my craw.

I look forward to reading the next book in the series so I can see what is going to happen to Kaiyer and the
king? Every single book that I have read, the Elves have been portrayed as good or neutral to the humans. So it
was refreshing to finally read the Elven as Evil. I will admit, I didn? Phipps Jun 10, I really enjoyed this
fantasy novel. An ancient warrior who freed the human race from the slavery of elves is awakened from a
millennium-long slumber to deal with them again. I appreciate anything which involves ancient indestruct Buy
this book, or get your hands on it by any means possible. Sep 19, Intriguing Kashmir is. Both likable and
repellent to his Wakeners. The juxtaposition of his era and their time is easily followed. David Sep 23, Worth
Reading This book was an interesting read. It starts a little slow, but in later books the author raises it a notch
and really gets into the world building and expounding on the back story. I love everything about this book!
Bookwraiths May 27, Originally reviewed at Bookwraiths. My rating is 2. I admit I picked up this ebook
because of the cover. I also liked the description, which promised a light fantasy tale with some mystery
thrown in for fun. And, overall, The Destroyer was Terresa Mitchell Oct 04, Everything and more. Wow what
a fantastic story. The main character is just unbelievably awesome, a real dark hot killer but with a loyal heat
of gold. Just the right amount of hot and steamy romance that will have your heart racing and leave you
wanting more. Andrea M Apr 26, This is a very difficult book to rate because the good parts are brilliant, the
bad are awful Awoken from his hundreds of years of slumber, our hero or is he a hero? Cillian Dec 11, Free
for nook. The cover is gorgeous; as for the summary Is he really their Savior or their Destroyer? Bolajide
Adeyoye Nov 19, Legend It was fast flowing, kinetic read. The characters were 3d or at least 2. Sure the MC
was a bit smarmy and annoying at times but the awesome stuff the author had him doing Aviar Savijon Oct
05, The Destroyer A work of brilliant and incredible writing talent in the book of fantasy. The character come
to life as the story continues. Coleman Aug 29, Nicely written with good characterization though I thought
descriptions a bit excessive slowing the pace. The plot is very interesting. I thought the sexual aspects
somewhat excessive f A small group of determined patriots seek a slumbering warrior to aid their threatened
kingdom from an army of evil mages. Flashback visions show a world dominated by The Elven, evil
magic-wielding beings who k Michael-Scott Earle Narrated by: Collins I really enjoyed this book. I loved the
unique characters and plot. Come to find out it has been a very, Lorell Lovett Jul 31, This book was really
good! I thoroughly enjoyed every page and will demolishing the next one. While Kvothe is reminiscing on
how he used to be a bad ass, Kaiyer is a bad ass and use to be more of a bad ass, in his for Benny Hinrichs
Aug 16, Disclaimer: I read this book with the claim in mind that it was "better than Brent Weeks," as was
advertised to me on Facebook. My findings do not align with that claim. The premise of this book was
decently interesting. An ancient, magically enhanced, comatose man who defeated a su Megami Aug 16, This
was a very interesting book to read. I loved that this time around, the Elves were the bad guys. The characters
are alright. Lucijaa Nov 28, WOW!!!! I absolutely love this book. Jackie Oct 12, The evils have been around
for centuries but can anything stop them. There is but do the legends lie. Debbie Elholm Oct 01, I read most of
this book in one sitting. I like the unusual concept this book has taken. Arthur Guzman Mar 14, Great book
Good book, a little violent. I like it though, it was well thought out. An adults book for sure. The sexual parts
were a little extravagant though Boy was I surprised. It taught me about the ancients and how humans fit into
the picture. Couple that with an excellent story line and I found an excellent story. James Hockley Nov 27, I
really enjoyed reading this book. This is a great opening gambit by an exciting new author. It is a story of war
and love or actually, sex , so it has strong foundations. And set in a rich fantasy world with evil elves, complex
histories, and great characters, there is lots to enjoy Finally, someone who acknowledges that Elves are sick,
sadistic and evil bastards all around. I take my Kindle to work and was not ready for Xerocode Nov 22, An
unexpectedly good find. I decided to get back to reading after a break of few years, was looking for a fantasy
series to get into. I took the chance and was hooked, bought the other Malum Apr 19, This book has some
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problems. First, it is full of anachronisms. If you have seen any Avatar: The Last Airbender, th Download at
full speed with unlimited bandwidth with just one click! Fully optimized for all platforms - no additional
software required! Experience all the content you could possibly want from comprehensive library of timeless
classics and new releases. We will not sell or rent your email address to third parties.
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Chapter 4 : The Destroyer Audiobook | Michael-Scott Earle | blog.quintoapp.com
The Destroyer by Michael-Scott Earle Rating: I LIKED IT Series: The Destroyer Genres: Epic, Fantasy Pages:
Publication Date: February 20th, Author Website â€¢ Goodreads Barnes&Noble â€¢ iBooks â€¢ Amazon â€¢ Kobo â€¢
Book Blurb: After untold centuries of absence, the evil Ancients have returned. Their magic appears unstoppable and
their hunger for conquest is insatiable.

Originally reviewed at Bookwraiths. My rating is 2. I admit I picked up this ebook because of the cover. I also
liked the description, which promised a light fantasy tale with some mystery thrown in for fun. And, overall,
The Destroyer was a decent read. It had a cool premise, an interesting main character, and some funny
moments, but there were some problems with the execution. Everything is just a dream. A stranger drifting
through a beautiful world filled w Originally reviewed at Bookwraiths. Then it all comes to an end when he is
brought back to life! Once our dreamer awakens, he finds himself surrounded by strangers; a motley group of
people speaking an unfamiliar language; their minds filled with feelings of fear as well as hope. No idea what
his name is. No idea who he once was. He could have been a hero who saved the world, or he might have been
a villain who destroyed it! The remainder of the story is a journey of self-discovery as the main character,
Kaiyer, slowly begins to regain his memory, understands the strange future world he has returned to, and
somehow, someway tries to locate a woman to have sex with! Which brings up the problems with an
otherwise entertaining fantasy. And, yeah, I will address that sex remark in a bit. First, all the characters here
â€” except for our awakened warrior â€” are damn generic as hell and completely one dimensional. Second,
this story is set in a medieval type world with magic of the Avatar: The Last Airbender sort Fire, Water, et
cetera. Nothing wrong with that at all. Third, and lastly, the sex. A little fantasy Fifty Shades if you will. Plus
it never worked. I mention all these problems with the book to set up a surprising revelation: I still liked The
Destroyer more than I should have. This raising the real question: Why did I like it? His surprising revelations
of his past life and what the ancient world looked like keeping me turning the pages hoping to find another
flashback in the next chapter. The ancient warrior himself remaining an enigma to the very end; the real reason
for his entombment in a forgotten crypt unrevealed, demanding I buy the next book to uncover the answer.
Not sure if others would be able to say the same, but I personally am glad I gave the book a try, might even
pick up the next volume in the series.
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Chapter 5 : Michael-Scott Earle - indie author
Michael-Scott Earle is a USA Today and New York Times bestselling author best known for writing over twenty science
fiction, fantasy, and horror novels. In addition to the novels, he also writes multi book epics and short novellas.

Michael-Scott Earle Narrated by: Collins I really enjoyed this book. I loved the unique characters and plot.
Come to find out it has been a very, very long time! Like a thousand years! They bring him home with them.
The story bounces between the present and the past as the man starts to remember bits and pieces. It is very
exciting and a big clash between the society life of the man and the travelers. The narrator does an excellent
job of making this book extraordinary! What are you fighting for? Whom are you fighting for? There are some
missing chapters, right? Well, this is one of those moments. I absolutely NEED answers to what happened in
the last part of the book and not only there, because the only things I have are some clue and suspicions, but
no certaintes. Anyway, let me order my thoughts. Are you looking for action mixed with irony, suspance and
sensuality? During the first part of the story I was both confused and fascinated. What puzzled me the most
and actually still does is the character of Kaiyer. Just in the first pages he kills without apparent effort
something like eight soldiers, not to mention all the other people he will slaughter later on. I found amazingly
funny his sarcasm, which he used particularly during some minor scuffles but even during fights, and I
appreciated his resourcefulness and combat abilities. Incidentally, I think that it would be better using italics
for writing those parts, because sometimes at the beginning it was difficult understanding if it was a memory
or not. I often found myself a little bit annoyed by Paug because of his insecurities and his apparently weak
personality, but at the end I changed my opinion a bit. Going on with the reading I appreciated more and more
the way fighting scenes are described. Not only normal weapons are involved, but even magic, and both
elements are perfectly combined to create an amazing fantasy setting. It would have been nice to have a small
map with the different territories and the mentioned cities, in order to have a clearer view of the story. A war is
being waged against the country of Nia, and Duchess Nadea and Scholar Paug are on a quest to find the one to
save their country. Is he the one that will save them or is he the downfall of Nia? It was hard going, so I gave
myself a week and tried it again. The pace picked up, but I had problems with the flashbacks. It took me a bit
to realize if the flashbacks were actually happening or in the past. The female characters seem to all be the
same. All alluring with wonderfully sculpted bodies which, for me, was a bit of a disappointment. I did like
the main character and Paug, which is the only reason I picked the book back up. There were inconsistencies
which, with an editor, would have been resolved. There was quite a bit of talk and references to sex, and actual
sex encounters, which I did not care for. I passed through those pages swiftly. There was quite a bit of fighting
and bloodshed. This is the perfect book for those looking for sex and bloody battles.
Chapter 6 : The Destroyer by Michael-Scott Earle
Michael-Scott Earle has taken the characters he presented in the first book and grown them - with so many twists, turns
and surprises. I fell in love with the characters in The Destroyer - now I just love them that little bit more.

Chapter 7 : Review of The Destroyer by Michael-Scott Earle â€“ L. K. Evans
Written by Michael-Scott Earle, Audiobook narrated by Kevin T. Collins, Xe Sands. Sign-in to download and listen to this
audiobook today! First time visiting Audible?

Chapter 8 : The Destroyer by Michael-Scott Earle | LibraryThing
The website of storyteller Michael-Scott Earle.

Chapter 9 : Best Fantasy Books - Justin Sloan
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The Destroyer Series The Destroyer by Michael-Scott Earle: Following the return of the terribly powerful Ancients
sweeping through the country, two people quest to revive the man capable of defeating them.
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